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ABSTRACT
For enterprises to succeed in a hybrid world that moves  
at breakneck speed, they need platforms that are:

Serverless and Serviceful
Mashable
Open
Kubernetes-based
Event-driven
 
We call this combination the SMOKE stack and we 
think it will power the next generation of cloud native 
applications. 
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THE SMOKE STACK
Enterprise	technology	needs	to	help	organizations	take	action	in	real	time.	Doing	this	effectively	means	
modernizing application architecture from batch processing to event-driven.

Serverless computing is an event-driven architecture that abstracts infrastructure so developers can focus on 
writing the application code. With serverless, application teams don’t need to worry about the complexity of 
maintaining, patching, supporting, and paying for infrastructure that they need on an elastic basis. This makes 
serverless perfect to serve as the glue to integrate services from anywhere. 

At TriggerMesh, we think serverless is only the beginning. The real power comes from what serverless enables. 
Serverless architectures allow even the largest enterprises with years or decades of legacy code to break out 
of	the	constraints	of	their	own	data	centers	and	a	single	cloud.	Open	source,	standards,	and	specifications	free	
enterprise developers to mash-up services from on premises and any cloud to rapidly compose event-driven 
applications that respond to the need for high velocity so you can bring new features and products to market fast. 

In our view, for enterprises to succeed in a hybrid world that moves at breakneck speed, they need platforms that 
harness	the	power	of	the	following	five	trends:

S erviceful  
M ashable 
O pen 
K ubernetes  
E vent-driven

We call this combination the SMOKE stack and we think it will power the next generation of cloud native 
applications.	The	SMOKE	stack	gives	enterprise	developers	the	flexibility	to	respond	fast	to	changing	markets	
and to make the best choices about on-premises, hybrid, or multicloud. 

Each section in this paper gives: 

1. our take on why each trend is a critical technology to enable enterprise application modernization

2. where you can see it in action

3. where we see the industry headed with each part of the stack
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 SERVICEFUL
Serverless	and	functions-as-a-service(FaaS)	are	often	conflated,	but	serverless	is	much	more	than	FaaS.	That’s	
why we prefer to say serviceful, not just serverless. In a cloud native world, applications are a combination 
of services — think of these services as very similar to libraries in monolithic applications. Because serverless 
abstracts the complexities of infrastructure, it allows developers to focus on applications comprised of event-
driven functions that respond to a variety of triggers. 

A FaaS platform (such as Amazon Lambda or Google Cloud Run) lets users write small pieces of code that are  
executed based on a change in another system. The FaaS platform takes care of trigger-to-function logic, passing 
information from one function to another function, auto-provisioning of container and run-time (when, where, and 
what), auto-scaling, identity management, and more. It also transparently handles provisioning and security. 

Notable characteristics of serverless computing include:

• Autoscaling, including scaling to zero: Traditional cloud or on-premises applications run — and consume 
compute, storage, and networking resources — even when they are not in use. With serverless, when the 
function is not called, all compute and other resources go idle. This is particularly valuable to organizations 
as	demand	for	their	services	fluctuates.	In	an	era	of	unprecedented	uncertainty,	every	business	needs	the	 
ability	to	iterate	on	features	quickly	and	with	100%	confidence	that	your	infrastructure	will	be	there	as	needed.

• Usage-based pricing: Hand in hand with scaling to zero, when a function is not being used, you pay nothing. 
Serverless providers charge per function call.

• Event-driven: Serverless enables developers to focus on applications that consist of event-driven functions that  
respond to a variety of triggers. These may be a database change or some activity from a customer on a website.

Serviceful architectures in action

The cost savings, scalability, and reduction in operational complexity from serverless are real. Digital publisher 
Bustle experienced approximately 84% cost savings by moving to a serverless architecture, Thomson Reuters 
processes 4,000 requests per second with serverless, Major League Baseball Advanced Media ingests, analyzes, 
and stores over 17 petabytes of data a second.1 And these are just a few of the more notable highlights.

For us, the question is not “why serverless”, but rather, why aren’t enterprises using it more? 

Where the industry is headed

We	see	serverless	as	much	more	than	a	FaaS	offering.	To	us,	serverless	is	the	only	infrastructure	model	that	will	
support the event-driven future we expect. We do not accept the notion that to take advantage of serverless, all 
your applications must be in the cloud, or in a certain cloud. Our goal is to extend the reach of serverless to every 
application running anywhere — on-premises, cloud, and SaaS — so developers can forget about infrastructure 
and	focus	on	building	the	application	flows	their	businesses	need.	

1 https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies
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 MASHABLE
Legos™ are a common metaphor for building cloud native applications. The big building blocks are libraries and 
cloud services that developers work with, such as machine learning, analytics platforms, transaction platforms, 
conversational tools, etc. These building blocks allow developers to rapidly construct cloud native applications 
that provide tremendous business value and that can be updated continuously.

This is all very straight forward when all the building blocks you need are from a single cloud. But increasingly, 
that’s not the way developers work, and it’s not going to work for enterprises with use cases that require 
substantial on-premises deployments. These developers will inevitably need to use a block that either lives in 
another cloud or on-premises as part of their cloud native application. 

In	order	for	developers	to	build	bridges	across	these	deployment	chasms,	they	need	a	way	to	define	an	event	
flow	that	is	agnostic	to	where	the	service	is	running.

Cloud Mashups in action

We can see this need to bridge multiple clouds and on-premises in the related emerging trends of Integration 
Platform as a Service (iPaaS) and hybrid cloud. iPaaS tools like Dell Boomi and Workato surface information from 
one application and make it available to users of another system. These platforms serve the needs of information 
workers	(sales,	HR,	finance,	management)	to	get	and	use	data	across	systems.

But developers need more than just data. We build applications that make data actionable in real time. Especially 
today, enterprise developers often must satisfy a variety of compliance requirements while delivering the 
new features and capabilities customers want. This is where hybrid cloud comes in. Whether the goal is to 
(virtually) bring a cloud into your own data center to get fast provisioning and autoscaling while still adhering to 
compliance standards, or to gradually move a monolithic application to a public cloud, hybrid provides cloud 
native	benefits	anywhere.	

Where the industry is headed

We call TriggerMesh a cloud native integration platform. The same way Boomi lets knowledge workers use data 
across all their disparate applications, TriggerMesh empowers developers to leverage services from any on-
premises application or any cloud service to build event-driven applications. 
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TriggerMesh Bridges 

The workhorse of the TriggerMesh solution is our serverless event bus that consumes real-time events from 
everywhere and uses them to trigger functions on any FaaS or Kubernetes cloud, or in clouds like Twilio. Bridges 
are	application	flows	built	on	top	of	Kubernetes.

Event Sources for bridges can be legacy systems (VMware Vsphere, IBM MQ, Solace, OracleDB); AWS services; 
custom applications (e.g. eCommerce platforms); and source control and other popular cloud apps, such as 
Twilio	and	Confluent.	Developers	use	the	TriggerMesh	Controller	to	compose	Bridges	out	of	our	growing	library	
of	Sources,	Brokers,	and	Targets,	or	they	can	define	their	own.

Bridges	represent	an	extensible	framework	for	building	application	flows	from	any	app	to	any	other	app.	Built	as	
an API extension to Kubernetes, a Bridge is a single manifest that contains an arbitrary number of components, 
each of which must be a valid Kubernetes object. Developers can use any of the following popular sources and 
targets to create TriggerMesh Bridges.

Table 1: Sample Sources and Targets Available Out of the Box in TriggerMesh

Sources Targets

• AWS Cognito Identity

• AWS Cognito User Pool

• AWS DynamoDB 

• AWS SQS 

• AWS Code Commit

• AWS SNS

• Slack

• Scheduled Functions

• Microsoft Active Directory

• Azure Event Hub

• OracleDB

• VMware Vsphere

• Zendesk

• Amazon Lambda

• Amazon SNS

• Amazon Kinesis 

• Amazon SQS 

• Confluent

• Elasticsearch

• Google Cloud Run, Knative

• Kubernetes

• OpenShift Serverless

• Twilio

• ZenDesk

• Google Spreadsheet

• Amazon EventBridge
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 OPEN 
Solving the problem of cloud native integration depends on open 
specification	and	open	source.	This	is	why	TriggerMesh	is	one	of	the	top	
5 contributors to the upstream Knative project on which we depend, 
alongside Google, IBM (incl. Red Hat), and VMware (incl. Pivotal). Our 
commitment to open source doesn’t stop there. We have released  
several innovations under the Apache v2 license, such as our Knative 
Lambda Runtime. 

We	also	embrace	open	specifications	like	CloudEvents.	Industry-standard	open	specifications	are	critical	to	
giving	enterprise	developers	maximum	flexibility	when	building	serverless	cloud	native	applications.	

Open Source in action

Open source is everywhere, and enterprises are sold on it. In Red Hat’s The State of Enterprise Open Source 2020 
Report, 95 percent of respondents say open source is strategically important. After Security, Cloud Management 
Tools	are	the	next	most	popular	use	for	open	source	identified	by	IT	leaders	surveyed	by	Red	Hat.	

Respondents cite security and cloud management tools as top uses
of enterprise open source

Security Cloud management tools Database Big data & analytics

52% 51% 49% 47%

SOURCE: HTTPS://WWW.REDHAT.COM/EN/ENTERPRISE-OPEN-SOURCE-REPORT/2020
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Where the industry is headed

We are all-in on open source cloud native technologies. We are fully 
behind Kubernetes, the open source container orchestration platform, and 
its	serverless	offshoot	Knative.	Some	additional	bona	fides:	TriggerMesh	
Co-founder	and	Chief	Product	Officer	Sebastien	Goasguen	is	an	Apache	
Software Foundation committer, a former VP of the Apache CloudStack 
Project,	founded	Kubeless,	one	of	the	first	Kubernetes-native	open	source	
serverless frameworks, and is a sought-after speaker and technical 
resource. 

Our	CEO	and	Co-founder	Mark	Hinkle	ran	the	open	source	office	at	Citrix,	
and served as a VP at the Linux Foundation as well as Executive Director 
of the Node.js Foundation. In 2017, Battery Ventures ranked Node.js as the 
fourth most important open source project ever. 

Our commitment to open source shapes our go to market as well. 
TriggerMesh is a Certified	Red	Hat	OpenShift	partner. The Red Hat 
OpenShift	Operator	Certification	for	TriggerMesh	lets	users	link	events	from	
anywhere to OpenShift workloads. 

And we have open sourced much of our tech, including our Sources for 
AWS (SAWS), and our open source Knative Lambda Runtime (KLR) let’s you 
deploy Lambda functions on Google Kubernetes Engine. SAWS are also 
available in the Rancher catalog, making it easy to consume events from 
AWS services and send them to workloads running in a Rancher cluster.

Open Source Licenses and the Cloud

In the past, companies could build a business around a strong open source 
core product without a large platform company introducing the same 
product as a service. Today, however, this seems to be the norm.  

Competitors	have	always	been	legally	allowed	to	offer	another	company’s	
OSS product as a service. We’re witnessing the rise of highly-integrated 
providers	taking	advantage	of	their	unique	position	to	offer	“as-a-service”	
versions	of	OSS	products,	and	offer	a	superior	user	experience	as	a	
consequence of their integrations. We’ve seen it happen with Amazon’s 
forked version of ElasticSearch, which Salil Deshpande neatly described in 
TechCrunch as both “self-interested and rational.”

To respond to this breed of competitor, companies like CockroachDB 
adopted an extremely permissive version of the Business Source License 
(BSL). CockroachDB users can scale CockroachDB to any number of nodes. 
They can use CockroachDB or embed it in their applications (whether they 
ship those applications to customers or run them as a service). They can 
even run it as a service internally. The one and only thing that you cannot do 
is	offer	a	commercial	version	of	CockroachDB	as	a	service	without	buying	a	
license.	Other	companies	like	Confluent	and	Elastic	have	done	the	same.
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 KUBERNETES
In your push to satisfy customers’ unpredictable demands, microservices architectures are perhaps your number 
one ally. Microservices are independently packaged and deployed via containers. As microservices applications 
grow, orchestrating the containers and their dynamic access to compute, storage, and networking can become 
complex. The leading solution to handle this complexity is Kubernetes, which is supported by every major cloud 
and infrastructure vendor. Many observers believe, and we agree, that Kubernetes is fast becoming the operating 
system for the cloud. 

Kubernetes is an open source container orchestration system for automating deployment, scaling, and management 
of containerized applications. It was originally designed by Google, released as open source in 2014, and is now 
maintained by the Cloud Native Computing Foundation. 

The Benefits of Kubernetes

With the wide acceptance of Docker as a more lightweight way to deploy applications, the problem of container 
proliferation became apparent. Kubernetes addresses this problem by providing a way to sort containers into groups  
called pods. Pods provide a layer of abstraction to group containers and schedule workloads. Kubernetes provides 
the necessary interface to things like networking and storage and helps to load balance requests across pods. 

In	addition,	as	virtually	every	major	cloud	provider	now	offers	a	Kubernetes	service,	it	provides	a	way	for	containers	 
to be supported consistently across public and private cloud infrastructure. This is the brilliance of the container 
model. Just like shipping containers can migrate from truck to train to ship, software containers can migrate from 
developer	workstation	to	local	Kubernetes	cluster	to	cloud	without	modification.	

Kubernetes in action

In the last 20 years, few technologies have seen a more meteoric rise than Kubernetes. The container orchestration  
platform was initially released in 2014, and by 2019 was in use by more than 86% of organizations.2 Part of the 
appeal is users can run Kubernetes in the cloud as well as self-managing it on-premises, paving the way for 
open hybrid cloud. Surveys report that more organizations self-manage Kubernetes, 44% percent, than any other 
deployment	model.	Among	managed	Kubernetes	offerings,	Amazon	EKS	leads	with	27%,	followed	by	Azure	AKS	
(16%), Google GKE (12%) and IBM Red Hat OpenShift (12%).3

Where the industry is headed

TriggerMesh	provides	developers	with	automation	to	simplify	building	application	flows	on	Kubernetes.	By	providing	a	
bridge from legacy applications to Kubernetes, we streamline many low value activities so developers can easily 
do cloud native in a hybrid and multicloud way.  

For instance, Red Hat OpenShift customers can use the TriggerMesh Operator	to	configure	their	OpenShift	workloads	 
to respond to events from practically any SaaS, cloud, or on-premises application. Using our Open Source 
Knative Lambda Runtime (KLR), you can deploy Lambda functions on Google Kubernetes Engine. In an excellent 
Medium article (reposted with permission on the TriggerMesh blog), Suganya, a Cloud Architect at Searce 
Engineering, provides a detailed technical write-up of how she and her team used KLR to help a client migrate 
from AWS to Google Cloud. 

2 StackRox survey, 2019.

3 Ibid
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Knative 

Knative is an open source Kubernetes-based serverless platform that provides a set of middleware components 
to build modern, source-centric, and container-based applications that can run anywhere: on-premises, in the 
cloud, or even in a third-party data center. 

In his talk at NDC London 2020, Google Developer Advocate Mete Atamel describes Knative as helping to 
resolve	a	previous	tradeoff	developers	had	to	make	between	serverless	or	containers.	With	Knative,	you	get	both:	
the	flexibility	and	familiarity	of	containers	with	the	zero-touch	provisioning	and	fast	iteration	of	serverless.	

Knative does two things: serving and eventing. 

• Serving builds on Kubernetes to support deploying and serving of serverless applications and functions. 
Serving	provides	the	autoscaling	—	including	scale	to	zero	—	feature	of	FaaS,	as	well	as	fine-grained	traffic	
control using modern network gateways.

• Eventing provides building blocks for consuming and producing events that adhere to the CloudEvents 
specification	developed	by	the	CNCF	Serverless	Working	Group.	It	includes	abstractions	from	event	sources,	
and decoupled delivery through messaging channels backed by pluggable pub/sub broker services.

Knative in action

Both Google Cloud Run and Red Hat OpenShift Serverless are based on Knative. And, as we’ve mentioned, we 
built TriggerMesh on Knative. Atamel shares a very relatable use case of a Knative event-driven application to 
query	and	report	on	the	COVID-19	cases	from	specific	countries	once	a	day.	This	application,	which	runs	on	GKE,	
uses the Google CloudScheduler service, connects to the COVID-19 public dataset program on BigQuery, uses 
Matplotlib to create the visualizations, and sends emails with the SendGrid free tier. Figure 2, from Mete’s blog, 
shows the architecture.

FIGURE 2: KNATIVE EVENT-DRIVEN APPLICATION TO REPORT ON COVID-19 CASES 
SOURCE:	https://atamel.dev/posts/2020/06-15_daily-covid19-cases-notification-pipeline/	Mete	provides	the	instructions	on	how	to	build	the	

pipeline	and	code	and	configuration	in	his	Knative	Tutorial.	
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Where the industry is headed

With the amount of investment pouring into serverless from Google, Red Hat, AWS, Oracle, and more, keeping 
your organization in a position to be able to take advantage of new cloud capabilities is vital. 

With TriggerMesh, you can copy and paste the exact same yaml manifest from Google Cloud Run directly into 
TriggerMesh and you get the same running service. This is the power of portability and standardization that 
Knative makes possible. But it doesn’t necessarily make it easy. 

TriggerMesh	goes	further	and	simplifies	creating	hybrid	applications	flows.	With	TriggerMesh	you	can	select	from	
our	growing	library	of	event	Sources,	Brokers,	and	Targets	to	compose	application	flows	–	what	we	call	Bridges	
–	regardless	of	where	the	Source	and	Target	are	deployed.	And	if	we	haven’t	yet	added	the	source	or	target	you	
need, you can create it once and then add it to your private repo for reuse by your colleagues.  

Bridges	connect	applications	using	a	Custom	Resource	Definition	(CRD)	that	we	built	as	an	extension	to	the	
Kubernetes API. TriggerMesh controls all the components that make up a Bridge. This means we go beyond 
simply	deploying	functions	—	we	mesh	services	together	into	an	event	flow.
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 EVENT-DRIVEN
Think of event-driven architecture (EDA for sort) as  
enterprise service bus meets microservices architecture.

Confluent	CEO	Jay	Krebs	wrote (and we agree) that 
applications increasingly interact directly with other 
applications in a mesh before returning some output 
to a person. The currency for these application-to-
application interactions is the event: A data record 
expressing an occurrence and its context (see full 
definition	below).

Monolithic applications simply cannot keep up with 
businesses’ need to rapidly bring new features and 
services to market. Microservices represented the 
first	step	to	provide	a	quicker	way	to	develop	and	
deliver business-aligned services. As the number of 
these services grows, the next step is to integrate 
them	through	event	notifications.	And	this	is	
motivating enterprises to embrace EDAs.

EDAs are composed of loosely-coupled, distributed 
services connected by asynchronous events. These 
systems are perfect for today’s uncertain times 
because new services and data sources can be 
added	or	removed	on	the	fly	without	disrupting	the	
existing	application	flows.	

We believe EDAs are the best way to take advantage 
of the explosion of new cloud services and the 
exponential growth in data. The opportunities for 
businesses to leverage data and services to build 
apps that deliver better experiences is only limited by 
the	flexibility	of	their	systems.	

The	rub	is	that	new	research	finds	a	massive	ninety-
three percent of companies operate in a multicloud 
environment, which can make integrating event 
sources	and	consumers	from	different	clouds	and	on-
premises a big challenge. 

EDA in action

Some of the more common EDA use cases include 
stream processing, data integration, and customer 
journey mapping. If we look at data integration, you 
may have a primary product database on-premises, 
maybe in an OracleDB. But you’ve migrated ERP to 
the cloud, and you run Salesforce. An event-driven 
application	flow	to	integrate	these	systems	would 
benefit	the	entire	organization	so	that,	whenever	there	 

 
 
 
is a new price in the product database, this triggers an  
event that is consumed by the ERP systems for fore-
casting and by sales for RFPs and quotes. 

“The opportunities for businesses to 

leverage data and services to build 

apps that deliver better experiences 

is only limited by the flexibility of 

their systems.”

What is an Event?

The CloudEvents specification,1 an industry-
led effort, defines Event as:

A data record expressing an occurrence and  
its context. Events are routed from an event 
producer (the source) to interested event 
consumers. The routing can be performed 
based on information contained in the event,  
but an event will not identify a specific routing  
destination. Events will contain two types 
of information: the Event Data representing 
the Occurrence and Context metadata 
providing contextual information about the 
Occurrence. A single occurrence MAY result 
in more than one event.

1   https://github.com/cloudevents/spec/blob/v1.0/ 

     spec.md#notations-and-terminology 
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As described earlier in this paper, we use the term 
Bridge	to	describe	event-driven	application	flows	
composed in TriggerMesh. Just like physical bridges 
that	connect	otherwise	isolated	areas	into	a	fluid	
whole, TriggerMesh Bridges link otherwise siloed 
services	into	composable,	flexible,	scalable,	and	
cost-effective	EDAs.

TriggerMesh Cloud presents users with a growing 
catalog of Bridge templates ready out of the box. For 
example, we have a Bridge that reacts to the creation 
of Zendesk tickets and performs sentiment analysis 
on them using AWS Comprehend. The result of this 
sentiment analysis is then used to tag the tickets and 
route them back to Zendesk for triage and follow-up.

We have a Bridge to connect events from an on-
premises OracleDB with Zendesk and the Oracle  
Cloud functions. This is very applicable for modernizing  
ecommerce applications by integrating with SaaS 
and cloud services.

“With TriggerMesh, developers can 

build event-driven, cloud native 

applications that link public cloud 

services with on-premises and 

private cloud workloads. We believe 

this is the most pragmatic way for 

companies to continue leveraging 

high-investment, on-premises 

systems while also accelerating 

the move to cloud for digital 

transformation.”
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Another	Bridge	connects	Slack	with	a	Confluent	cluster.	And	yet	another	sends	Microsoft	Azure	activity	logs	to	
Splunk, allowing an organization to use Splunk’s powerful analytics and visualization to monitor activities in their 
Azure	subscriptions	and	respond	quickly	to	any	abnormal	activity.	You	can	see	how	to	create,	use,	and	configure	
these Bridges in our YouTube Tutorial playlist.

Where the industry is headed

In	the	same	Confluent	blog, Kreps predicts “The purpose of an application, in this emerging world, is much less  
likely to be serving a UI to aid a human in carrying out the activity of the business and far more likely to be 
triggering actions or reacting to other pieces of software to carry out the business directly.” We think this is spot on.

With TriggerMesh, developers can build event-driven, cloud native applications that link public cloud services 
with on-premises and private cloud workloads. 

We believe this is the most pragmatic way for companies to continue leveraging high-investment, on-premises 
systems while also accelerating the move to cloud for digital transformation.

 

CONCLUSION 
Armed with the powerful technologies in the SMOKE stack, enterprises of every stripe can modernize their 
applications to meet whatever challenge or opportunity 2020 brings us next. If the COVID-19 curveball has 
taught us anything, it is that our ability to respond rapidly to dramatic and sudden change has never been more 
important. The SMOKE stack, we believe, represents the best answer to the question on the mind of every 
architect — how can we be ready for anything? 

TriggerMesh	is	all	in	with	each	of	the	five	trends	in	this	paper,	and	we	invite	you	to	join	us	on	GitHub or during our 
beta at triggermesh.com/try-triggermesh  
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TRIGGERMESH CLOUD NATIVE INTEGRATION 
PLATFORM 
The	TriggerMesh	cloud	native	integration	platform	allows	you	to	integrate	services,	automate	workflows,	and	
accelerate the movement of information across your organization. TriggerMesh acts as a catalyst for digital 
transformation, enabling organizations to build event-driven applications out of any on-premises application or 
any	cloud	service.	With	TriggerMesh,	you	can	integrate	any	system,	automate	workflows,	and	respond	faster	to	
changing business needs. 

For example, with TriggerMesh you can:

• Automate and flag customer inquiries	in	Zendesk	and	route	dissatisfied	customers	to	the	escalation	team	
to	more	quickly	diffuse	volatile	situations	

• Send updates from your Gitlab development environment to Slack

• Ingest and filter event data from Azure Security Logs and suppress noisy events that make pollute Splunk 
and	reduce	efficiency

• Monitor changes in an on-premises Oracle DB and publish subsets of data to Oracle cloud

• Use our AWS EventBridge integration to connect existing on-premises applications or non-AWS SaaS 
offerings	with	cloud	infrastructure	from	Amazon

For all the same reasons why enterprises are placing the cloud at the center of their application 
strategy — portability, scalability, and speed — we are building our solutions using modern cloud native 
architecture. This allows you to connect applications and services from the data center to the cloud, or clouds, of 
your	choice	with	unrivaled	speed	and	flexibility.

Benefits

• Powerful, custom integrations made easy - Easily connect SaaS, cloud, and on-premises applications with 
serverless and cloud-native architectures in a few simple steps

• Modernization - Bring your legacy applications to the cloud and leverage your existing IT investment

• Programmatic - Improve developer productivity and provide consistency by integrating services through a 
standard platform

TriggerMesh Cloud

TriggerMesh Cloud is a fully-managed integration service that enables anyone to securely create powerful 
integrations	between	SaaS	applications	like	Confluent,	Zendesk,	Twilio,	SendGrid,	and	AWS	services	like	Amazon	
S3	and	Amazon	Cloudwatch	in	a	few	clicks.	TriggerMesh	Cloud	can	execute	your	event	flows	on	a	schedule	or	in	
response	to	an	application	or	service	event.	You	can	define	filters	and	route	events	to	any	service	you	select.

TriggerMesh Enterprise 

TriggerMesh Enterprise is a platform for building and deploying integrations within the cloud and between the 
cloud and the enterprise. With the TriggerMesh Cloud Native Integration Platform, users can build integration 
flows	between	cloud	and	on-premises	applications	without	touching	the	underlying	infrastructure.	By	
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connecting applications and modern or legacy systems to create automated real-time systems, enterprises can 
automate their infrastructure and respond faster to changing markets. 

TriggerMesh Enterprise is powered by Kubernetes and provides customization, modernization, integration, and 
complete deployment control. You can deploy TriggerMesh Enterprise in a data center running on Kubernetes or 
in the cloud on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS), or others. 
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APPENDIX: MANAGED SERVERLESS 
OFFERINGS 
There	are	important	similarities	and	differences	between	the	major	FaaS	and	container-based	(Knative)	platforms.	
First we take a look at AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, and Microsoft Azure Functions. Then we explore 
two of the most widely used container-based serverless platforms, Google Cloud Functions and Red Hat 
OpenShift Serverless. 

FaaS Vendor Deep Dives
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Container-Based Vendor Deep Dives

The	following	at-a-glance	look	compares	and	contrasts	all	five	offers	based	on	pricing,	languages	and	runtimes	
supported, the types of events that can be used as triggers, and more. Openness to deployment in hybrid cloud 
environments, in any language, is highest with the Knative-based serverless platforms. 
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The	following	at-a-glance	look	compares	and	contrasts	all	five	offers	based	on	pricing,	languages	and	runtimes	
supported, the types of events that can be used as triggers, and more. Openness to deployment in hybrid cloud 
environments, in any language, is highest with the Knative-based serverless platforms.

Lambda Azure Functions GCF GCR OpenShift Serverless

Pricing Compute: $0.00001667 
per GB-s, 

Requests: $0.20 per 1 
million requests, monthly.

Compute: $0.000016 per 
GB-s, $0.20 per million 
Executions: monthly. 
Other pricing options 
available

Compute: depends on 
memory and CPU, starts 
at $0.000000231 per 
100ms

for 128MB memory and 
200MHz CPU

Invocations: First 2M 
invocations/month are 
free, after that charged at 
$.40 per million

Compute: First 180,000 
vCPU-seconds free, then 
$0.00002400 / vCPU-
seconds     

Memory: First 360,000 
GB-seconds free, then 
$0.00000250 / GB-second   

Invocations: 2 million 
requests free, then $0.40 
/ million    

Networking: 1 GB free 
egress within North 
America, then based on 
Google Cloud Network 
Premium tier pricing

Not yet available

Timeout Up to 15 minutes Depending on deployment 
plan, max timeout varies  
from 10 minutes for “Con-
sumption” to unlimited for  
“Premium” and “App Service”

By default, a function 
times out after 1 minute, 
but you can extend this 
period up to 9 minutes

Configurable	up	to	15	
minutes

Not yet available

Runtimes Node.js, Python, Ruby, Java, 
Go, .Net Core, or can imple- 
ment a custom runtime

Node.js, Java, Python, C#, 
F#, and PowerShell.

Node.js, Python, and Go, 
with Java coming soon

Any Any

Triggers Varies by type of event 
source

Differ	by	language	
runtime

HTTP, Cloud Pub/Sub, 
and other sources like 
Firebase

CRDs deliver events and  
hide details of event 
routing from event 
producer and consumer

CRDs deliver events and 
hide details of event 
routing from event 
producer and consumer

Openness On the low end On the low end Medium High High
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CONTACT
Sebastien Goasguen 
Co-Founder & Chief Product Officer 
Twitter:  @sebgoa

Mark R. Hinkle 
Co-Founder & CEO 
Twitter: @mrhinkle

triggermesh.com

https://twitter.com/sebgoa
https://twitter.com/mrhinkle
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